Stockholm, June 14 2012

TRUE DIGITAL-FIRST PUBLISHING:
THE HUMAN QUEST INITIALLY PUBLISHED AS AN EBOOK

During the Earth Summit in Rio, The Human Quest: Prospering Within Planetary
Boundaries will be released by Stockholm Text and Langenskiölds. The enhanced
ebook includes exclusive photo and video features, and a foreword by former
President Bill Clinton.
Through groundbreaking new science on climate changes, The Human Quest explains what
is happening with the Earth today, and what must be done to save the planet. In its
enhanced e-book format, the content of The Human Quest comes to life through dramatic
pictures and video, and is thereby the first book of its kind to merge science with photos and
film clips, when published on June 16th. The print book will be released in early fall.
Bill Clinton writes in the foreword: “The Human Quest showcases world-class photography to
remind us just what is at stake. The authors demonstrate that with collective action,
humankind can still bend the curves of negative environmental change toward a resilient and
prosperous future—but there’s no time left to waste."
“I am proud to be part of this,“ says Stockholm Text publisher Claes Ericson. “This is not only
about the ‘papersmart’ climate conference in Rio – it is a natural step to first publish a book
about climate changes as an ebook.”
Johan Rockström is the Executive Director of the Stockholm Resilience Centre and one of
the world’s leading scientists. Mattias Klum is an award winning National Geographic
photographer.

Read the preview of The Human Quest online here: The Human Quest Preview
For more information, please contact:
Claes Ericson, publisher
claes.ericson@stockholmtext.com
+46 721 666 933
Press material: stockholmtext.com/titles/the-human-quest/
Stockholm Text’s title list ranges from suspenseful novels in digital and trade paperback formats to
truly enhanced e-books with video and interactive features. Although physically based is Stockholm,
Sweden, the reach of Stockholm Text is global. Read more on http://stockholmtext.com/.

